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Abstract— In modern practical power systems, dynamic  

stability is mainly a problem of insufficient damping of 

oscillations. The time frame of interest in dynamic stability 

studies is of  the order of 10 to 30 s following a disturbance. 

Because of the high dimensionality and complication of 

stability problems, it is essential to make simplifying 

assumptions and to analyze specific types of problems using 

the right degree of detail of system representation. So far in 

this paper simple 8 Bus power system is considered with 

small disturbance. Then load flow and dynamic stability 

analysis is done using MiPowerr By considering the 

disturbance at generator of  bus no 2. graphs for change in 

bus voltage, change in machine angle and change in speed 

of machine is plotted against time and discuss the effect of 

small disturbance on synchronism of generator .after that 

graph is plotted for different contingencies. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Present electric power system networks are large and 

broadly interconnected and generally more complex 

Increasing demand for loads requires increasing 

transmission capabilities. A variety of factors, including 

economical and environmental issues, restrict the 

construction of new power lines. Since power systems 

depends on synchronous machines for generation of 

electrical power, a necessary condition for satisfactory 

system operation is that all synchronous machines remain in 

synchronism. This aspect of stability is influenced by the 

dynamics of generator rotor angles and power-angle 

relationships. Electric power systems are highly complicated 

systems that contain nonlinear and time varying elements. 

Their dynamics cover a wide spectrum of phenomena, 

which are electrical, electro mechanical, electro-magnetic 

Early stability problems were associated with remote 

hydroelectric generating stations feeding metropolitan load 

centre over long-distance transmission lines. For economical 

reasons, such systems were operated close to their steady 

state stability limits. Due to this in this paper a simple power 

system network is considered and its dynamic stability is 

thus find through Mi power software. In first section load 

flow analysis is done for power system network and find 

various power flow through different busses. In second 

section dynamic stability assessment is done and eigen value 

is calculated and graph is plotted for change in bus voltage, 

change in machine angle and change in  speed of machine 

according to result obtained.  

II. DYNAMIC STABILITY 

Dynamic instability refers to a condition where the control 

systems of generators interact in such a way as to produce 

oscillations between generators or groups of generators 

which increase in magnitude and result in instability, that is, 

there is insufficient damping of the oscillations. These 

conditions can occur either in normal operation or after a 

disturbance. System stability depends on the existence of 

both components of torque for each of the synchronous 

machines. Lack of sufficient synchronizing torque results in 

a periodic or non-oscillatory instability, whereas lack of 

damping torque results in oscillatory instability.  Small 

signal stability is concerned with the ability of the power 

system to maintain synchronism under small disturbances. 

The disturbances are considered to be sufficiently small that 

linearization of system equations is permissible for purposes 

of analysis. Such disturbances are continually encountered 

in normal system operation, such as small changes in load. 

Small signal stability depends on the initial operating state 

of the system. Instability that may result can be of two 

forms: (i) increase in rotor angle through a non-oscillatory 

or a periodic mode due to lack of synchronizing torque, or 

(ii) rotor oscillations of increasing amplitude due to lack of 

sufficient damping torque. The change in electrical torque 

ΔTe of a synchronous machine following a perturbation can 

be resolved into two components as follow 

    =TS  +TD                   (1) 

 Where TS   is the component of torque change in 

phase with the rotor angle perturbation Δ  and it is 

referred to as synchronizing torque component TS  

is the synchronizing torque coefficient.  

 TD    is the component of torque change in phase 

with the speed deviation Δω and it is referred to 

damping torque component. TD is the damping 

torque coefficient. 
Complete stability analysis of a power system is an 

extensive and difficult task. It is therefore of importance to 

study simple systems to get an insight into and 

understanding of the basics, that can be used in the analysis 

of more complex systems. Similarly for swing equation help 

to reduce the complexities of stability analysis. Likewise 

transients stability analysis dynamic stability analysis are 

done over small interval of time. Here we can conclude that 

is if system is stable for first swing, it is assumed that the 

disturbances will reduce in subsequent damping. Swing 

equation for rotor dynamics 

Can be written as  
 

     

   

   
           per unit          (2) 

where   is in electrical degree and H is inertia 

constant of generator  Pm is mechanical input power and Pe  

is electrical output power. By using synchronising power 

coefficient the swing equation can be rewritten as  
    

   
 
  

  
                      (3) 

Where SP is known as synchronising power 

coefficient and     is change in rotor angle    is 

synchronous frequency. Since rewritten swing equation is 

second order differential equation which solution is depend 

on the sign of SP when SP is +ve system is stable with 
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damped oscillation and  SP is     -ve system is unstable. Now  

if system non-linearity  is not complex and small  signal 

disturbances is considered  linerisation of  network is quite 

simple then  state space mode land eigen value assessment is 

most suitable for dynamic responce of the system 

III. EIGEN VALUE ASSESSMENT 

The eigenvalues of the state matrix A specify the natural 

modes of system response, which provide valuable 

information regarding the stability characteristics of the 

power system. The n eigenvalues of the state matrix can be 

computed by solving the characteristic equation which may 

be real or complex in the form:  

        

The real part σ represents the damping of the 

corresponding mode. The system is asymptotically stable 

with damped oscillation when the real part of the eigenvalue 

is negative (a damped oscillation) and a positive real 

eigenvalue represents aperiodic instability where the 

oscillation has an increased amplitude. If the state matrix is 

real, complex eigenvalues always occur in conjugate pairs. 

Each pair corresponds to an oscillatory mode. The critical 

eigenvalues are characterized by being complex and are 

located near the imaginary axis of the complex plane. The 

frequency of the oscillation in Hz and the damping ratio ( ) 

are given by the following relationships: 

  
 

  
 

  
  

√       
 

The damping ratio determines the decaying rate of 

the amplitude of oscillation. The time constant of decaying 

the amplitude of oscillation is 1/ |σ| . Where the oscillatory 

modes have a wide range of frequencies, the use of damping 

ratio rather than the time constant of decay is considered 

more appropriate for expressing the degree of damping. The 

minimum acceptable damping ratio is system dependent and 

based on operating experience of sensitivity studies. It is 

typically used in the range from 0.03 to 0.05 as a minimum 

acceptable damping ratio to consider the system transiently 

stable. Therefore, the damping ratio has been considered as 

a good indicator for small lsignal stability and will be used 

in this thesis with acceptable limit of 0.04 damping ratio. 

IV. MODEL CONFIGURATION 

I have performed Dynamic stability analysis on 8 bus 

system which comprises of 4 single phase Generator 4 

single phase Transformer and 4 load,. The base voltage 

taken as 220 volts and system frequency is 50 Hz, base 

MVA as 100 MVA, Generator connected to bus has its 

specific AVR and governor  to enhance its inherent stability  

 
Fig. 1: Single Line Diagram of 8 Bus Power Systems for 

Dynamic Stability Analysis 

A. Result 

For assessing dynamic response of given system first load 

flow analysis is done under healthy condition of  system is 

done. Method prefer for load flow analysis is fast decoupled 

load flow Taking, 

P- tolerance = 0.001, 

Q- tolerance = 0.001 

The summary of load flow is  

Total MW generation = 328.009 

Total MVAR loss = 130.3724 

 
Fig. 2: figure showing power flows in stipulated power 

system 

In healthy conditions all the line MW and MVAR 

lossess is fed by generator. The detail report of load flow 

analysis is as follow 

 
After load flow analysis dynamic stability analysis 

is done by selecting reference generator as generator no.1 
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and generator 2 is disturbance generator. Small signal 

disturbance is created by changing reference voltage to 0.5 

p.u. then eigen value is calcuted for inspecting dynamic 

stability. 

Real Imaginary 

-76.88971 0.00000 

-22.72442 0.00000 

-22.72414 0.00000 

-22.72226 0.00000 

-20.41492 0.00000 

-9.14816 0.00000 

-5.60835 0.00000 

-5.55854 5.27516 

-5.55854 -5.27516 

-5.53360 5.24615 

-5.53360 -5.24615 

-5.44239 5.07008 

-5.44239 -5.07008 

-4.69925 0.00000 

-2.55100 0.00000 

-2.35591 0.00000 

-2.35340 0.00000 

-0.90563 0.00000 

-0.90516 0.00000 

-0.89839 0.00000 

Table 1: Eigen values for considered system 

By inspecting the eigen value we observe that all 

the real part of eigen value is –ve, so easily we can conclude 

that selected system is dynamicaly stable for given 

disturbance. This can also be seen from graph plotted for 

above observations. 

 
Fig. 3: Graph between Change in field voltage v/s time 

On viewing above graph we observe that 

oscillation occurred due to given disturbances almost die out 

up to 30 seconds. In this disturbance is created by changing 

reference voltage by 0.5 pu (small signal disturbances) and 

change in field voltage across each generator is plotted  

under and we conclude that system is inherently stable. 

 
Fig. 4: Graph between Change in Machine Angle V/S Time 

On viewing above graph we see that change in 

machine angle due to given small signal disturbances are 

also setteled down upto 30 sec. In this Damping torque TD 

and Synchronising torque TS both are positive.  

 
Fig. 5: Graph between Change in Speed and Time 

  
Fig. 6: Graph between Change in field voltage v/s time 

Above graph is plotted for disturbance at first 

generator and generator second is taken as reference 

generator. Here same 0.5 pu reference voltage is changed 

and change in field voltage across each generator is 

mentioned. Here we see that for this change oscillation does 

not damped under given interest of time i.e 30 second. 

 
Fig. 7: Graph between Change in field voltage v/s time 

For plotting above graph disturbance is modified 

and now instead of change in reference voltage change in 

reference power by0.5 pu is done. Here system is 

dynamically unstable with increasing amplitude. This type 

of result is obtained because here damping torque TD is +ve 

and synchronising torque Ts is –ve. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In above power network the disturbance in Gen 2 is 

considered then dynamic stability analysis is done using 

MiPower. As we know the most direct way to assess 

dynamic stability is via eigen value analysis of a model of 

the power system.  For stability, all of the eigen values must 

lie in the left half complex plane. Any eigen value in the 

right half plane denotes an unstable dynamic mode and 

system instability. As seen from the result obtain from 
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dynamic stability analysis all the real part of eigen value is 

negative we easily say that given system is stable for 

disturbance occurred in Gen 2. This can also be justified 

from graph obtained from results that oscillation due to 

small signal disturbance dies out after some time. On 

analyzing the graph of  change in machine angle and change 

in speed of generator  we observe that due to these small 

disturbance as we discussed the generally generator does not 

loose synchronism.   
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